
Phoresy Pack by Stepan Pianykh Wins Bronze
in A' Generative Design Awards

Phoresy Pack

Innovative Backpack Design Recognized

for Excellence in Generative, Algorithmic,

and Parametric Design

COMO, CO, ITALY, July 8, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The A' Design

Award, a highly respected and well-

recognized award in the field of

generative design, has announced

Phoresy Pack by Stepan Pianykh as the

Bronze winner in the Generative,

Algorithmic, Parametric and AI-Assisted

Design category. This prestigious

recognition highlights the significance

of the Phoresy Pack design within the

generative design industry and the

broader design community.

The Phoresy Pack's innovative design

showcases the potential of generative,

algorithmic, and parametric design

principles in creating functional and aesthetically appealing products. By leveraging these

cutting-edge design approaches, the Phoresy Pack addresses current trends and needs within

the generative industry, offering a unique and adaptable backpack solution that aligns with and

advances industry standards and practices.

What sets the Phoresy Pack apart is its unique foldable structure, produced from a single sheet

of precisely CNC-milled and creased genuine leather. This innovative material allows the

backpack to expand or shrink flat, adjusting its volume to accommodate varying contents. The

design seamlessly combines functionality and aesthetics, featuring a glossy, watertight varnish

on the leather, traditional leatherworking techniques for enhanced comfort, and CNC-milled

aluminum accessories.

Winning the Bronze A' Design Award in the Generative, Algorithmic, Parametric and AI-Assisted

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://generativedesignawards.com
https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-designer.php?profile=202195


Design category serves as a testament to Stepan Pianykh's dedication to pushing the boundaries

of design through the application of computational design and digital fabrication principles. This

recognition is expected to inspire future projects and directions within Stepan Pianykh's brand,

fostering further innovation and exploration in the field of customizable fashion and industrial

design.

Interested parties may learn more about the Phoresy Pack design at:

https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=157236

About Stepan Pianykh

Stepan Pianykh is an award-winning multidisciplinary designer with a diverse background in

game development, industrial design, digital fabrication, visual content production, and

lecturing. With about a decade of experience co-running the vosq design agency, Stepan's

primary area of expertise lies in leveraging computational and parametric design tools to create

engaging products, content, and experiences. Stepan Pianykh is from Georgia.

About Bronze A' Design Award

The Bronze A' Design Award recognizes designs that exhibit creativity, practicality, and

professional execution. These designs are acknowledged for their thoughtful development,

innovative use of materials and technology, and potential to positively influence industry

standards. Winning designs in the Generative, Algorithmic, Parametric and AI-Assisted Design

category are evaluated based on criteria such as innovative concept application, algorithmic

complexity, aesthetic appeal, design originality, problem-solving efficiency, adaptability and

flexibility, user experience enhancement, technological advancement integration, sustainability

consideration, cultural sensitivity, inclusion of diverse perspectives, commercial viability,

scalability potential, design longevity, material innovation, functional utility, social impact

potential, intrinsic value creation, future-proof design, and ethical design practices.

About A' Design Award

The A' Generative, Algorithmic and Parametric Design Award is a prestigious international design

competition that recognizes exceptional designs from visionary designers, innovative agencies,

companies, brands, and entities in the field of generative, algorithmic, and parametric design.

Entries are blind peer-reviewed and evaluated based on pre-established criteria by an expert jury

panel of design professionals, industry experts, journalists, and academics. The A' Design Award,

now in its 16th year, aims to recognize and promote superior products and projects that advance

and benefit society, ultimately contributing to creating a better world through the power of good

design. Interested parties may learn more about the A' Design Awards, explore jury members,

view past laureates, and participate with their projects at https://artgenerative.com
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